post office, relay station, pony express.

by mail, post haste.
pertaining to the post or to a courier.
express mail.

imposter, charlatan, flatterer, printer.

printing - house, press.

fabricator (of lies, etc.)

rawler, scammer, toadstool.

be flattered.

or not, to be deceived.

the old man.

all his praises were taken as compliment.

he adulated to me, to blind me.

to flatter; to commend.

to cover up oneself by a veil.

wrapper for bed clothes.

bell tent, gypsy tent.

tent dweller, nomad, dwelling in tents.

nomadism, tent dwelling.

veil worn by Moslem women when saying their prayers.

pertaining to a veil or tent.

a veiled woman.

lino type.

first impression of a book.

the first edition of a book.

printed in Iran.

publication press.

vanity press.

he was a toadstool, a toad, a toadstool.

his articles have been printed (published) in a number of learned periodicals.

the publisher has undertaken to publish (print) his book.

in print, being printed.

in the press.

printing press, press.

type, print, matrix.

proof reading.

proof, type.

direct printing.

lithographic stone or stone.

lithography.

direct printing.

lithography.

direct printing.
knife - grinder. knife-machine. grinder. 
whetstone. hone. grindstone.
plump. buxom. squab. fat and fit.
one who stabs with a knife. knife - stabber. hoodlum.
knife - stabbing. hooliganism.
fatness. obesity. plumpness.
corulence. adiposity. overweight.

Carbohydrates.
rent. slt. cleft. fissure. chink. opening.
crack. rift.
to read. to slit. to tear off.
to rip. to tear.
to tear. to rip. to rive. to slit.
to read a cloth.
to slit the skirt.
to rip the belly with a knife.
lovelorn. lovelick. crazy.

I spared him through the sides.
I shall rive him through the sides.
to escape. to run away. to slip away.

full of slits or rents. fissured.

I am your obedient servant.

I stand. stand. stand. stand. stand. stand.
they gave me (your servant) the book to give to you.
kneel give the money to (me) your obedient servant.
servitude. devotion. obedience.
to serve. to obey. to attend (upon).
glotitis.

lead ball. buckshot.
stool. molar tooth.
case - bottle. four sided.
quadrilateral.

period of 8 days in midwinter.

fourteen.

house (bounded within four walls). premises. pale.
intersection. cross roads. road junction.

with legs crossed. cross - legged.
to sit cross - legged.

an antitoxin for diphtheria.
the best treatment for malaria is Aetherin.

are you well? are you healthy?

irremediable. inevitable. incurable.
seeking remedy.
(one) who seeks a cure.
seeking a remedy or cure.

a kerochief (kerchief) woman.
quarter.
to drink tea. to take tea.
would you like some tea?
- rose.
green tea.
a tea-and-cookies party.
to make tea.
the tea is ready (infused).
would you like tea or coffee?
please bring a cup of tea.
theist, person addicted to drinking tea.
tea-cup. tea drinking.
two teacups a day.
transpálo.
sweetened milk.
several tablespoons a day.
(sea)caddy, tea container.
cajón.
cajón (bot.)
cañicultor.
cañí. (bot.)
chill. to chill. to cool.
year-old kid.
chill. cold. catching cold.
left. sinister.
left side.
keep to the left.
to the left, to the left.
left eye.
left turn. to turn left.
the leftists.
from right and left (all directions).
turn to. to turn.
from someone. to turn away from someone.
- put. to put.
a small well. a small well.
off - well.
cesspool. sink. sump.
- digger. well-digger. well-sinker.
(bo.) tea plant.
the rolling (rotation) of a ball.
roll. turn, twist.
rotor, rotator.
to turn, to roll.
turn round, to whirl, to spin, to rotate, to gyrate, to revolve.

having wheels, wheeled, cartter.
wheel - chair.
trolley, dolly.
(mech.) gear.
(2.) timbous.
wheelwright.
bicycling, cycling.
spinning, turning, rotation, whirl.
gyration, revolution.
sno right turn.
wine - press.
caster, reel, rowel.
trundle, little wheel.
machine - operator, turner.
operating a machine, turning, turnery.
wheel - spanner, puller.
reel, rotation, spool.
wheeled, used in combs, as in:
durah.
curred (as milk or butter).
machine-made, circular, obicular.
trchal, wheeled.
the unctuous
ziban - fiaas, nectar,

neon light
made of or resembling flint.

electric light.
pharos (beam). chandelier.
foot light.
mercury vapour lamp.
machine burner.
arc - lamp.
head - light.
stop light, red light.
traffic light.
traffic signal, blinker, signal light.
tail - light.

the horses graze on the meadow.

I said, "he is not going". he replied, "yes, he is going".

there is no lamp (light) here.

a lantern is needed in the desert.
Circassian. Circassia.

- to turn. to spin. to turn round. to whirl. to revolve. to gyrate. to swing.
- the car turned to the right. the earth spins.
- coloured. complexioned. swarthy.
- Indian hemp. juice. pasture.

- dirt. grime. pus. dirty. unclean. suppuration. purulence. purulent. filthy. filth.
- to become dirty. to produce pus. to soil. to make dirty. to suppurate. to pusulate.
- to suppurate. to have pus. to become dirty. to soil. to suppurate. to remove dirt. to clean.
- to become dirty. to soil. to suppurate. to remove dirt. to clean.
- dirt. grime. pus. dirty. unclean. suppuration. purulence. purulent. filthy. filth.
- to become dirty. to produce pus. to soil. to make dirty. to suppurate. to pusulate.
- to suppurate. to have pus. to become dirty. to soil. to suppurate. to remove dirt. to clean.
- to become dirty. to soil. to suppurate. to remove dirt. to clean.
- the earth rotates around the sun. coloured. complexioned. swarthy.
- leather. hide. felt. tanned skin.
- carrier. tanner. currier. tannery.
- of leather. leathern. leather log.
- leathern. made of leather. leathern articles.
- to become crumpled. to wrinkle. to become wrinkled.
- to crumple. to wrinkle. to make wrinkled.
- the old man's face is full of wrinkles. crumpled. to wrinkle. to become wrinkled.
- to crumple. to wrinkle. to make wrinkled.
- the earth rotates around the sun. coloured. complexioned. swarthy.
- leather. hide. felt. tanned skin.
- carrier. tanner. currier. tannery.
- of leather. leathern. leather log.
- leathern. made of leather. leathern articles.
- to become crumpled. to wrinkle. to become wrinkled.
- to crumple. to wrinkle. to make wrinkled.
- the old man's face is full of wrinkles. crumpled. to wrinkle. to become wrinkled.
- to crumple. to wrinkle. to make wrinkled.
of what profession? 

what is your business? what business is it of yours?

a lyric poem, an ode, poet, composer of odes.

چشماند (چشماند، لام 된. tail - bearing, complaining, tell-tale, to tell tales to complain.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to experience much hardship, suitable for being tasted. how? in what manner? how do you do? how come you came?

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.

چشماند (چشماند, لام 된. to cause to drip or trickle. (z.) lark, drop by drop. falling in drops, dripping or trickling, to fall in drops, to drip. to make a trickling sound. (z.) stone - chat, kind of confectionery.
as, because, since, when.
wood, timber, stick, staff, ligni, etc.
log, plank, firewood, xylem, hylo.
truncheon.
curtain, rod.
pipestem.
drumstick.
corn cob.
cratch(es).
crissom.
mahogany.
to be beaten (by a stick).
to come under the hammer.
to be a scapegoat.
to receive the punishment belonging to others.
to beat with a stick, to cudgel.
to thrash.
to bastinado.
to grow stiff, to lignify.
lignin.
we have a rod in pickel for him.
he is at the end of his tether.

Chondrobus

not so very, not so much, not so little.
this rug is not so good.
I am not a very good swimmer.

Chondropus

to squat, to crouch or cover.

Chondrota

to form a ring or circle, to curl, to coil.
chondrota, coil, hair, curl, coil.

Chondropyce

circular, curved, crooked, elvaceous, chubfoot, clubfoot, talipes varus.

Chondryale

satchel, bag.

Chondryale

it is a bit too old for me.

Chondryale

to put on a new hat.

Chondryale

the feet, the toes.

Chondryale

we have an old hat.

Chondryale

as you know.

Chondryale

squatting posture, squat.

Chondryale

to squat, to crouch or cover.

Chondryale

loop, loop, circle, dog's collar.

Chondryale

(anat.) clavicle, collar bone.

Chondryale

circle, coil, bend, pad (used by porters), arm, cushion, cushion.

Chondryale

to form a ring or circle, to curl, to coil.

Chondryale

circular, curved, crooked, elvaceous, chubfoot, clubfoot, talipes varus.

Chondryale

satchel, bag.

Chondryale

it is at the end of his tether.

Chondryale

a few, how, how many, several.

Chondryale

how many?

Chondryale

how much (money)?

Chondryale

to how long till when?

Chondryale

give me some apples.

Chondryale

a few persons.

Chondryale

a few books.

Chondryale

for some time, a little while, a while.

Chondryale

for some time past.

Chondryale

for some time, for a while.

Chondryale

for some time, for a while, a few days, some years, a few years.

Chondryale

for some time ago.

Chondryale

how long is it since.

Chondryale

what percentage?

Chondryale

how much is it since.

Chondryale

percentage.

Chondryale

what percentage is his share?

Chondryale

(Forty) polychrysea, polytached, multicolored.

Chondryale

of short duration, short-lived, precarious, for how many days.

Chondryale

spend this short-lived life happily.

Chondryale

polymorpism.

Chondryale

multiportous.

Chondryale

polygnot, multilingual, perennial, polytremal.

Chondryale

polyhedral.

Chondryale

quorum.

Chondryale

to rumor, to bruise.

Chondryale

as a new.

Chondryale

squatting posture, squat.

Chondryale

to squat, to crouch or cover.

Chondryale

loop, loop, circle, dog's collar.

Chondryale

(anat.) clavicle, collar bone.

Chondryale

circle, coil, bend, pad (used by porters), arm, cushion, cushion.

Chondryale

to form a ring or circle, to coil, to coil.

Chondryale

circular, curved, crooked, elvaceous, chubfoot, clubfoot, talipes varus.

Chondryale

satchel, bag.

Chondryale

it is at the end of his tether.

Chondryale

a few, how, how many, several.

Chondryale

how many?

Chondryale

how much (money)?

Chondryale

to how long till when?

Chondryale

give me some apples.

Chondryale

a few persons.

Chondryale

a few books.

Chondryale

for some time, a little while, a while.

Chondryale

for some time past.

Chondryale

for some time, for a while.

Chondryale

for some time, for a while, a few days, some years, a few years.

Chondryale

for some time ago.

Chondryale

how long is it since.

Chondryale

what percentage?

Chondryale

how much is it since.

Chondryale

percentage.

Chondryale

what percentage is his share?

Chondryale

(Forty) polychrysea, polytached, multicolored.

Chondryale

of short duration, short-lived, precarious, for how many days.

Chondryale

spend this short-lived life happily.

Chondryale

polymorpism.

Chondryale

multiportous.

Chondryale

polygnot, multilingual, perennial, polytremal.

Chondryale

polyhedral.
double-breasted, having four buttons. 

fourteen, 

fourteen night. 

fourteen old. 

fourteen-year-old girl. 

fourteen parts. 

fourteenth, 

crossroads, intersection, square. 

four 

years old, 4-year-old, quadriennial. 

da four-year-old child. 

(card playing) 

double pair royal, four-headed. 

a four-headed dragon. 

the last Wednesday, 

Wednesday before Nowrooz. 

four-hundred, 

quadricentennial. 

four hundred years old. 

four-hundredth. 

the four-hundredth year of his birth. 

quadripartite, quadrilateral. 

the four. 

square, quadrangular. 

having four angles.
to rule over one's desires.

to overcome difficulties.

skilful, dexterous, adroit.

to pick (off).

to pluck, to mow, to clip, to cut.

to shear, to pare, to arrange.

to put in order, to set, to tweeze.

they picked all the flowers.

to pick apples.

to pluck fruits.

to move a lawn.

to clip the wings of.

to cut the twigs.

to shear the sheep.

to pare the nails.

to arrange things in a room.

to put things in order.

to set type.

they have set the dining table.

plucked, picked, clipped.

arranged, set, tweeked.

wealthy, rich, moneyed.

what is (it)?

what is the reason?

what is your name?

riddle, enigma, puzzle.

twig, small piece(s)
of firewood, chat.

square, quadrangle, quadrangular,
fourfold, four-ply, four-fold wood.

sixth note, fourth.

the fourth grade (class).

tetrahedron.

having four syllables. quadrisyllabic.
quadrisyllable.

chirping, chittering, warbling.

to twitter.

to chirp, to warble, to sing.

to unveil the face.

facial, rose-coloured, pink.

pink paper.

portrait, image.

candleabrum, chandelier.

(colonnade) with 40 columns.

the fortieth.

maker, seller, doer.

used as a suffix as in:

what thing. chip, counter.
to ease oneself by passing... bodily waste matter, to relieve oneself.

in need of, necessitous, needy.

hindering, separating, septum.

diaphragm.

phrenic.

hajj, hajji.

Astakh, Pers. Hajji.

(feminiine) hajji.

acute.

new, created, not eternal.

happening; (pl. of happening, event, phenomenon.

proficient, skilful, ingenious.

hot, torrid, tropical.

keeper, guard.

prudent, provident.

envious.

never! denial.

to deny, to disclaim.

margin, edge, border.

rim, fringe, hem.

to margin, to marginate.

to hem, to fringe.

margination.

produce, yield, crop, harvest.

result, consequence, outcome.

total, sum.

eighth letter of the alphabet.

Corresponding to "sh" in "show" and representing the number 8 in the Arabic numerical alphabet.

Arabian man proverbial for his liberality, generous.

hajji, pilgrim.

to Mecca.

used before the name of a man who has made the pilgrimage to Mecca.

(pl. of) needs, necessities, requirements.

doorkeeper, porter, chamberlain, porter, curtain, eyebrow.

screen, veil.

opaque.

necessity, requirement, need, want.

affair, exigency.

need, to need, to want.

necessity is the mother of invention.

pray to God for one's need.

to satisfy one's need.

to grant a person's request.

no need of.

no need to explain.